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Introduction 
The Law on the Restructuring of Certain Receivables, also known as “Tax Amnesty” and 
“Repatriation of Capital” was accepted by the General Assembly of TGNA in 11 May 2018, and 
following its submission to the approval of the President, it entered in force with its publication 
in Official Gazette No. 30425 on 18 May 2018. 

1. What are the regulations within the
scope of the Law on Tax Amnesty and
Repatriation of Capital?

Within the scope of Tax Amnesty, regulations are made regarding restructuring of; 

 Certain tax receivables

 Uncertain tax receivables or tax receivables at court stage

 Transactions that are subject to ongoing tax inspections or pending assessments

Within the scope of Repatriation of Capital, regulations are made regarding 

 The tax base and tax increase

 Correction of company accounts

 Restoration of certain assets back to the national economy

2. Which tax receivables will be subject
to restructuring? 
Receivables that will be subject to restructuring are identified as follows; 

• Taxes (taxes, levies and charges within the scope of TPL) and tax penalties

• Customs taxes and administrative fines

• Any kind of interest, late payment interest, delay charge, fines, etc. imposed related
to receivables mentioned above



3. What is the term of receivables
included in the scope?
Receivables within the scope of the Tax Procedural Law: 

For taxes based on the declaration regarding periods before 31.03.2018 (this date included);
the taxes that should be declared until this date, as well as related tax penalties, late
payment interests and delay charges, (except for the second installment of the income tax
payable after 31.03.2018, and advance income tax/corporate tax payable in 2018),

 Regarding 2018; the taxes accrued before 31.03.2018 (this date included), and related tax

penalties, late payment interests (except for the second installment of the motor vehicle tax
for 2018),

 The tax penalties regarding detections made prior to 31.03.2018 (this date included) that are
not related to tax principal.

Receivables within the scope of the Customs Law: 

 The customs duty, administrative fines, interests, fees, and late fee receivables being

monitored as per the provisions of the Law No. 6183 by the collections office affiliated to the
Ministry of Customs and Trade, for which a customs obligation has arisen as per Customs
Law No. 4458 and other relevant laws, prior to 31.03.2018 (this date included),

4. How can an application be made?
Without prejudice to the provisions regarding the duration of application in the relevant 

articles of the Law, debtors who want to benefit from the provision of the law must apply to 
the relevant administration before July 31, 2018. 



5. How will certain receivables benefit
from the amnesty?
As of 18.05.2018 (this date included) the execution regarding receivables that are due but 

not paid or not due is as follows; 

Amount to be Paid Waived Amount for Collection 

100% of the unpaid portion of taxes 100% of penalties related to tax principal and late 
payment interest 

Amount that will be calculated according to 

the D-PPI until the date of the issuance of 

the Law 

100% of the late payment interest and charges 
related to tax principal 

50% of the tax penalties imposed with no 

relation to the principal tax amount and 

imposed due to participation 

50% of the remainder of the penalty 

Amount that will be calculated according to 

the D-PPI until the date of the issuance of 

the Law 

100% of the late payment interest related to the 
penalties 

100% of the unpaid portion of customs taxes 100% of the administrative fines applied in 
relation to the tax principal 

Amount that will be calculated according to 

the D-PPI until the date of the issuance of 

the Law 

100% of penalties related to tax principal and late 
payment interest 

50% of the administrative fines charged 

unrelated to customs tax principal and the 

administrative fines imposed due to 

participation 

50% of the remainder of the penalty 

30% of the administrative fines charged based 

on the bonded value 

of the goods, and if applicable, 100% of the 
principal customs taxes 

70% of the remainder of the penalties 

Amount that will be calculated according to 

the D-PPI until the date of the issuance of 

the Law 

100% of interests, late payment interest related 
to tax principal 

Debtors who want to benefit from the aforementioned provisions must not have filed 

a lawsuit, must withdraw the filed lawsuits, and must waive their right to appeal, aside 
from the stated conditions. 



6. Which tax receivables will be subject
to restructuring?
The application for; 

 Those who have a lawsuit filed before the court of first instance, or those whose period of

litigation has not passed as of 18.05.2018.

 Those whose plea/appeal or cassation terms have not passed, for which an objection or an appeal
was not made, for which the term of request of revision of decision has not passed, or for which a
request of revision of decision was not applied to as of 18.05.2018.

 Those for which a lawsuit is filed regarding the administrative fines related to only tax

penalties/customs obligations as of 18.05.2018.

 Those for which an application was made in order to benefit from conciliation provisions, those for
which a conciliation date was not set, those whose conciliation date hasn’t arrived yet, or those for
which a conciliation wasn’t reached but the term of litigation was not due as of 18.05.2018.

depends on the stage of these procedures. 

The last decision to be taken as a basis in the determination of the receivables to be paid, is the decision 
that was notified to one of the parties before 18.05.2018 (this date included) regarding the 
assessment/accrual. 

Debtors who want to benefit from the aforementioned provisions must not have filed a lawsuit against the 
receivables within the scope, must withdraw the filed lawsuits and must waive their right to appeal. Those 
who benefit from the provision of this article cannot also benefit from the provisions of Tax Procedural 
Law on settlement, settlement before assessment, or reduction on tax penalties, as well as the provisions 
of the Customs Law on settlement. 

7. How is an application made for processes
that are under inspection or in the stage
of assessment?
Regarding the terms that are within the scope of the Law, the tax inspections that were started but could 

not have been completed before 18.05.2018, as well as the appraisal, imposition and accruals will be 
maintained, without prejudice to the provisions of this law regarding the basis and tax increases. 
Following the completion of these processes, the application explained below will be conducted. 



All kinds of Amount to be Paid Waived Amount for Collection 

Taxes that are Levied Related to 

Tax Principal 

50% of the tax 50% of the remainder of the 

tax principal 

The amount that will be 

calculated according to the D-PPI 

until the date of the issuance of 

the Law 

All penalties related to the tax 
principal 

All late payment interest that will 

be calculated until the due date 

of the term of litigation that was 

determined upon the garnishing 

of the notice following the 

publication of the Law 

The late fees applied until 

the publication date of the 

Law 

Penalties Unrelated to the Tax 
Principal 

25% of the penalty 75% of the penalty 

Tax Loss Penalties to be 

Charged Due to the 

Participation 

25% of the penalty 75% of the penalty 

Receivables whose settlement request was filed as per provisions on settlement before assessment, but 

whose settlement date is not due, or even though a settlement was not reached out, whose tax and 
penalty notices are not yet notified to the taxpayer, as of 18.05.2018 can benefit from the provisions of this 
article. 

In order to benefit from the aforementioned provisions, it is mandatory that a lawsuit is not filed regarding 

the receivable whose payment request was made within the scope of the article. Those who benefit from 
the provision of this article cannot also benefit from the provisions of Tax Procedural Law on settlement, 
settlement before assessment, or reduction on tax penalties, as well as the provisions of the Customs Law 
on settlement. 



8. On which taxes can one apply for tax
base increase? What is the advantage of
applying for tax base increase?

It is possible to apply for a voluntary tax base increase for income tax, corporate income tax, 

value-added tax, and some taxes that are paid through withholding. Without prejudice to some 
limitations defined in the Law, tax inspection and assessment will not be conducted for terms 
where a tax base increase is conducted. 

9. By how much should the tax base be
increased? How much additional tax will I
pay?

Income and corporate income taxpayers will be able to increase their tax base at rates between 

15% to 35% changing by years. However, there is a minimum increase threshold. It is mandatory 
to pay taxes at a rate of 20% over the increased tax bases, where the rate is applied as 15% in 
case the payments are made within due dates.  

Taxpayers can make an increase on the calculated VAT amount on their VAT declaration between 

the rates of 1.5% and 3.5% changing by years. 

Within the scope of the amnesty law, an additional tax at the rate of 1% shall be paid on the tax 

base declared on withholding tax returns for progress payments of construction works spanning 
over more than one calendar years, and between the rates of 2%-6% by year for tax bases 
regarding salaries, independent professional services, immovable property incomes and various 
payments made to farmers. 

The application for tax-base increase can be made until 31.08.2018. 



10. How can incorrect balance sheet items be
corrected?

It is possible to correct cash balances and receivables from shareholders’ that are recorded in 

accounts but do not physically exist in the company, provided that a 3% tax is paid. Additionally, 
inventory that is recorded but do not physically exist can be corrected by drawing up invoices 
and performing other tax-related obligations. 

It is possible to book the inventory, machinery, equipment and fixtures that exist in the business 

but are not in the records into the balance sheet of the entity using their fair market values. The 
economic assets booked will be shown as an equity item or accumulated depreciation. VAT at a 
reduced rate shall be paid for correction procedures. 

11. What type of assets can be declared
within the scope of the provisions of the
Repatriation of Capital?
Real and legal people who declare money, gold, foreign currency, securities and other capital 
market instruments abroad before 30.11.2018 will be able to freely economize these assets. It is 
required for such assets to be brought to Turkey within 3 months after declaration.  

Furthermore, income and corporate taxpayers will be able to record the money, gold, foreign 
currency, securities, other capital market instruments and immovables that are in Turkey but are 
not in the legal books, to their legal books until 30.11.2018, without considering them as income 
item in the determination of the period income. 

Please note that, no tax shall be calculated in case the assets abroad are declared or assets in 
Turkey are booked until 31.07.2018; and 2% tax shall be calculated over the value of the assets in 
case such assets are declared or booked after mentioned date.  

In addition, the income listed below shall be exempted from income/corporate tax provided that 
they are transferred to Turkey until 31.12.2018 

 Income derived from sale of share of foreign affiliates,

 Participation income from foreign affiliates,

 Commercial profits gained through PE’s or permanent representative abroad.



12. How will payments for the restructured debts
within the scope of the law be made? 
It is possible to pay the amounts that are restructured within the scope of amnesty in a single 
installment, or in 6 to 18 installments that elapse to a period of 12 to 36 months subject to an 
inflationary adjustment. 
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